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Six more weeks, let's make sure we
make the most of it!

This week has been a busy one for everyone
at Paris Schools!
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Middle School ESports
Club Underway!

Become a Legend! Join
the Paris Middle School
ESports Team!!!
Interested in playing
games with friends &
competing for your school
at the same time?
Paris Middle School is
offering ESports on
Mondays and Thursdays
after school from 3:30 5:30 in Room 225.
Please contact Coach
Kelly Vice @
kelly.vice@paris.kyschools.
us.

Paris High School and
Paris Middle School
Bowling Team 2022

PHS CIS 111 Visits UK!

"I took my UK Dual Credit
Communications 111 class
on a field trip to visit the
University of Kentucky and
meet our professor in
person. We had a great
tour and a great time
together. I even ran into
one of my former students
on campus! Thanks Dr.
Joe Martin for meeting up
with us and giving up your
free time today!" - Mrs.
Mason

Generation Citizen
Research

Representatives from Mr.
Wilson’s Generation Citizen
class presented their
research on teen
pregnancy to PHS SBDM
committee last night.
Gracie, Evan, Darian, and
Victory did a wonderful
job of advocating for a
more comprehensive sex
education program in our
school. Awesome
representation of student
voice and leadership.

Do you know a Greyhound who positively impacts their peers and
makes Paris Schools "The Place to Be"? We want to recognize them!
Fill out this form for ANY person at Paris Schools that you feel is
deserving of our new student and staff "Greyhound Greatness"
spotlight!
Is your child's teacher going above and beyond for their students?
Is your co-worker continually the bright spot in everyone's day?
Does your friend at school have the most school spirit, the best
leadership skills, or kindest heart?
We want to hear it all!!!!
Winners will receive a shoutout on social media and in the
newspaper, as well as a gift to show our appreciation.
One student and one staff member will be recognized each week
for the rest of the school year! We can't wait to hear from you!

PARIS CITY SCHOOLS

CLASS OF 2022 SPOTLIGHTS

Paris Cyber-Bullying Prevention - Week 2

cyber-bullying
What apps do kids use to cyberbully in 2022?

Who doesn’t rely on smartphone apps these days?
Whether it’s getting a ride somewhere or figuring
out the name of that catchy song stuck in your
head, apps are designed to make our lives easier.
But some apps can be magnets for those with bad
intentions.
It's important for adults to be aware of the apps
and websites that teens may possibly use to cyberbully.

pOPULAR sOCIAL MEDIA
APPS FOR TEENS
WHATSAPP: Popular messaging app that allows users to send texts, photos, voicemails, and make
calls and video chats.
ASK.FM: known for cyber bullying. The app encourages users to allow anonymous people to ask
them questions
TIKTOK: A new mobile device app popular with kids. It's used for creating and sharing short videos.
With very limited privacy controls, users are vulnerable to cyber bullying and explicit content
SNAPCHAT: One of the most popular apps in recent years. While the app promises users can take
a photo/video and it will disappear, new features, including "stories", allows users to view content
for up to 24 hours. Snapchat also allows users to see your location.
CALCULATOR%: Only one of several secret apps used to hide photos, videos, files and browser
history.
KIK: Allows anyone to contact and direct message to your child. Kids can bypass traditional
messaging features. KIK gives users unlimited access to anyone, anywhere, anytime.
WHISPER: An anonymous social network that promotes sharing secrets with strangers. It also
reveals a user's location so people can meet up.

